RESPONSE OF
ALLIED NEIGHBORHOODS ASSOCIATION
TO:

This “Statement of Shared Principles” currently being promoted appears to
be one faction’s version of what the City’s housing and development policy
should be.
Our criticism of it has little to do with goals and objectives, all to do with the
strategies and reality.
Their “statement” represents, in essence, a restatement of the current
“conventional wisdom” regarding housing, transportation and development.
In our view it is a vision that, in its specifics and on close inspection, has
limited application to Santa Barbara’s unique circumstances.
Many of us, who represent a broad spectrum of Santa Barbara residents
seeking to preserve the rare and fragile qualities of this City, have been
seeking to persuade policy makers of an easily obscured truth: much of
this “conventional wisdom” simply is inapplicable to this unique city! As
any medical specialist will tell you, the “standard treatment” may be contraindicated for a patient of unique circumstance. It may be counterproductive
and extremely harmful. The same is true with unique communities, and
few can deny Santa Barbara’s uniqueness.
We question the titling of this tract as “shared principles”. We certainly
take issue with many of them, and we are anything but a fringe faction out
of tune with this City’s mainstream. Contrary to its implications, most of us
were never given an opportunity to question or express contrary views
before this document was circulated for endorsements. Its reasoning, we
feel, is subtly seductive and appealing, as it purports to develop a
“compromise” position between groups that have potentially incompatible
objectives (community preservationists vs. developers and housing
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advocates). In this, we feel, it fails. This failure is demonstrated by the
fact that at least three major environment-friendly groups, initially invited to
endorse the HOT principles, declined to do so (Citizens Planning
Association, Environmental Defense Center, and League of Women
Voters).
The “HOT Statement” purports to represent a shared, compromise view –
a reaction to conflicting opinion regarding development pressures in the
community. An earlier circulated version of this document claimed that this
“caused us to come together and seek a common ground”. That “common
ground” touted concessions to our “building and development community”.
We question whether this community’s policy makers have an obligation to
make concessions to the “building and development community” …. any
more than we owe concessions to, say, our petroleum, automotive, or any
other particular industry.
The premise of the “HOT Principles” is that development of new dense, intown housing (“H”) will facilitate the preservation of open space (“O”) as
well as transportation solutions (“T”). This glib assumption, seductive in its
apparent symmetry, is one that deserves scrutiny.
Below, following excerpts from their document we offer our caveats to the
propositions and proposals put forth in this “Statement of Shared
Principles”.

(REPLY): “Holistically” is what community planning is all about. But what
it requires are not proposals for urban ills that qualify as viable solutions
simply because they have a ring of plausibility. We, the residents who will be
subject to the effects of these proposals, demand a higher standard. We
require of our local government a measure of clear and convincing evidence
that the proffered “cures” will work as prescribed, and not result in so many
unintended consequences as to render them useless or counterproductive.
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With this viewpoint, we apply a discerning eye to what is proposed in this
document.

(REPLY): This “conventional thinking” consists of a “smart growth” tenet
that says that concentration of development within the urban confines will
result in a reduction of development pressure on the outlying areas. This
tenet may be valid in most places, where development pressure is limited and
finite, so that the shuffling of development to one place will displace it from
the other. But the South Coast is subject to infinite development pressure.
(“Infinite” is no hyperbole; evidence from similarly desirable locales easily
documents the point.) The whole world seems to want a piece of this special
place. No matter how much development we allow in town, the appetite for
“developing” our outlying, open spaces will not be sated. The only thing that
can preserve them is political will and resolve; faulty application of
“conventional thinking” should not be used as rationale for over-development
of our special and fragile in-town urban environment.

(REPLY): This piece of “conventional wisdom” is predicated and dependent
upon some huge, very shaky assumptions.
It assumes that the people living in the “housing near or within job centers”
will in fact work at those jobs that happen to exist in the “job center”, and
either walk to them or take alternative transit. That is a huge leap! Is
downtown Santa Barbara the kind of “job center” that will support the many
who are expected to be drawn to live within these in-city housing
developments? Will those residents necessarily work there? Who says?
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Might many others just as likely be lured to downtown Santa Barbara living,
with little relation to where they “work”? Are we willing to support a
bureaucratic apparatus to insure that the units are perpetually inhabited by
local workers? Is it feasible? And who says that enough people living in
proximity to “traffic corridors” or transit nodes will use that transit - as
opposed to the car - to actually “reduce congestion”? Can anyone point to a
single example in the developed world where this transformation has
successfully taken place where car use hasn’t first become nearly impossible?
And if the congestion did clear up, what would keep people from going back
to their cars? (Let’s be realistic and at least consider the possibility that – in
spite of our “traffic” complaints – our congestion is far from reaching the
level where public transit has broad appeal and economic viability, much less
the potential for reducing that congestion.) Changing behavior patterns and
personal choices (especially those perceived as personal “freedoms”) has
never been a strong suit of local government.

(REPLY): The phrase “Our ability to reach consensus was enhanced” strikes
us as an arcane and obscure piece of quasi-endorsement language – right up
there with the statement (in the endorsement statement, infra):
“Organizational endorsement of this Document indicates a joining of
consensus around this statement.”
An earlier circulated version of this document listed organizations with which
the above-listed individuals are affiliated, implying endorsement by those
organizations. The omission of those organization names here we hope will
serve to negate any such implications.
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(REPLY): “Top priority”? This “HOT Statement” opened with recognition
of a “holistic linkage”. Missing here is an enumeration of other "top
priorities" with which housing development of the type and magnitude being
promoted here would, to some degree, compete.

(REPLY): Transfer of development rights from significant open spaces may
very well provide a realistic assurance of preservation of those spaces (which
simply allowing increased urban development will not). Limiting inner-city
development, of the type being proposed by this “HOT Statement”, to cases of
transfers of development rights may be something for the city to consider.

(REPLY): This is all very nice sounding and idealistic, but what uniquely
attractive place (or any place, for that matter) can anyone identify that has
been able to even approach attainment of this state of bliss? Proposals and
policies advanced in the quest of such elusive goals must be evaluated with a
very skeptical and pragmatic eye. (Example: complicating the quest for a
jobs-housing balance, Santa Barbara is a magnet for enterprising new
residents who arrive here independent of the local job market or availability
of commercial space – a phenomenon that is almost impossible to “plan” for
within conventional “jobs-housing balance” models.)

(REPLY): We wholeheartedly agree that we can’t build our way out of highcost housing. But, by any definition, the attempt to provide “meaningful
amounts” of new affordable workforce housing would mean a whole lot of
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new housing. And just how is that much new housing going to be compatible
with environmental constraints or traditional Santa Barbara “community
standards”? (Be reminded that our current General Plan establishes a
maximum density of 12 units per acre as our basic “community standard”.)

(REPLY): Those “resources to manage, monitor, and enforce such housing
agreements” translate into taxpayer funded bureaucratic apparatus.
Enforcement of agreements that are intrinsically rife with incentive to cheat
comes at a price (the County’s recent problems in this area serve as a
reminder). If we are to expand local government, it should be to do
something positive, not monitor new problems of our own creation.

(REPLY): Lets make sure to really and effectively “maximize community
input” – as by making sure that the General Plan Update process is a genuine
collaborative undertaking between citizens and city officialdom.

(REPLY): Lest we forget: all the proposed new housing is going to require us
to pony up for the required “adequate infrastructure”. Remember the
dictates of “Living Within Our Resources”? Housing requires hefty
supporting resources; that housing development does not “pay it’s own way”
toward the infrastructure needs it generates has been a widely appreciated
truth for decades.

(REPLY): It bears repeating: We have absolutely no credible evidence that
people will be induced to use public transit before the point is reached where
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traffic makes car use simply intolerable – much less evidence that public
transit will reduce sub-crisis level traffic! Santa Barbara is far from crisis
level traffic. Plus, whence the assumption that all forms of public transit are
entirely benign as far as undesirable side effects? For example, would you
want a bus stop in front of your house (remember, many of our transit
corridors are residential streets), or a BART style station and parking lot on
your block?

(REPLY): “More efficient” (read: quicker and easier)? And “particularly for
the infill projects being promoted? Aren’t these the kind of projects – that
bump up against other community priorities (like urban community
preservation) – that require more vigilant and thorough evaluation and
review, not less?
An earlier promoted publication of this “HOT Statement” (omitted from this
version) urged “providing a greater degree of certainty in planning” and an
“efficient public review process”. The clear implication was that the
inconveniences our current planning and review processes impose upon the
“building and development industry” are excessive and onerous. The
widespread knowledge among that “industry” that development here is a
difficult proposition has accounted in no small measure for the fact that overdevelopment has not occurred here, as it has in just about every other
desirable locale. We are not particularly anxious to begin greasing the
development skids - for which terms like “providing a degree of certainty in
planning” and “efficient review process” often serve as code words.

(REPLY): The concept that smaller units necessarily translates to moderate
prices is questionable enough.
But “respecting the integrity of
neighborhoods”?!!? Have the drafters of this Statement ever approached any
neighborhood organizations – or even Allied Neighborhoods Association,
which represents many of those organizations – to solicit their views as to
what constitutes “integrity of neighborhoods” or “compatibility”? To include
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a paragraph such as this without consulting any of these neighborhood
organizations is curious, to say the least.

(REPLY): We are all for “green” building design.

(REPLY): The wisdom of the above five recommended changes must be
closely examined in light of their impacts upon other competing community
priorities, and the ranking of these various priorities. The General Plan
Update is the appropriate place for this examination, and policy decisions of
this magnitude must await the completion of that process. To act otherwise is
to denigrate the significance of the City’s General Plan, and the citizen-driven
(one hopes) process behind that Plan.
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(REPLY): We have no argument with 6, 7, and 8, above.

(REPLY): In determining how much new rental housing to encourage, some
realities must be considered. This City now has more than half its housing
units in rentals. One would be hard pressed to find a residential area in the
downtown vicinity that doesn’t have at least one apartment building in each
of its blocks. How much rental housing is enough? This question is another
one that is appropriate for examination in the General Plan update process.
Keep in mind that in so desirable a locale as Santa Barbara, one cannot make
the assumption that all – or even most - new rental units will be taken up by
existing residents, local workers, or even present commuters.

(REPLY): “Organizational endorsement of this Document indicates a joining
of consensus around this statement”? Either one endorses a statement and all
that is in it, or one doesn’t. To endorse “most” of a statement, and then allow
that endorsement to be used as an indication of some kind of “consensus”
around its specifics, seems to us a measured endorsement indeed, if not
disingenuous and misleading.
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(REPLY): These groups support “Most of the strategies”? What kind of an
endorsement is that? Endorsements generally imply agreement with all that
is in the document being endorsed, and the proponents of this one should
know this. The devil is in the detail: which strategies are supported, by
whom? Which strategies aren’t supported? Are we being urged to pursue
specific governmental action on the basis of “general” endorsements of
unspecified “strategies”?
(“HOT” signers:)

(RESPONSE):
IN CONCLUSION
As stated initially, our issue is not with goals, but with the strategies being
promoted herein. A fundamental challenge is that the building of housing
within our urban boundaries, alone, is absolutely no guarantee of – or even a
decent offer of hope for – the prevention of the ravaging of outlying areas,
because of the infinite development pressures to which this area will always
be subject.
The “consensus” outlined in this document is predicated upon the assumption
that the endorsed proposals and policies can in fact accomplish what they
promise (such as: substantive gains in housing that is affordable to “noncommuters” from “all economic sectors”). We cannot so easily accept these
assumptions. For example, who can deny that, in one of the world’s most
desirable locales, a shortage of housing affordable to all might simply be
inevitable? Or assume that in such a place we can substantially reduce the
number of commuters? Even cities that have no housing affordability
problems have huge commuter problems! We have to temper these lofty
ambitions with a dose of realism.
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We are not naysayers or obstructionists (nor are we “anti-social justice
meanies”); simply realists. The City now has approximately 13% of its
housing stock “affordable”, in one form or other (in addition to a large
number of illegally occupied units). For a point of reference, we looked to a
similarly sized, attractive city known for its “progressive” attitudes and
policies: Boulder, CO. Their housing Plan sets a goal of 10%!
How a progressive and compassionate community – one that is so attractive
that a shortage of affordable housing is a practical and perpetual inevitability
– determines the appropriate extent of its housing efforts is a key question we
must address.
We support a number of practical and positive measures to assure that
adequate, safe and sanitary housing is available to residents most in need of
it, and for assuring the retention of a healthy middle/working class within this
City.
These “HOT” proposals for construction of dense housing
developments that potentially subvert existing community density standards
are simply not on our list– and we oppose them for good reasons!
We accept the challenge to participate in the public debate on these matters.
But let’s really make sure the available choices are made as part of a
“democratic participatory decision making” process: the City General Plan
Update process. What better opportunity? (And maybe even have these
choices endorsed democratically, namely by votes of the people.)
Sincerely,
Allied Neighborhoods Association
January 1, 2008
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